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FINDING OUR WAY: 
A call for a National Spatial Revolution in our towns 
and cities 
 
 

10 do’s and 10 don’ts to build a better urban society in South Africa 
 

South African cities, towns and villages are characterised by the spatial separation of people and 
opportunities.  This separation [apart-heid] is a direct cause of low economic growth, and crippling levels of 
poverty, joblessness and wealth disparity. 
 
Different economic systems of production, resource allocation, and distribution of goods and services are enabled, 
dependent on and sustained by different built environments. 
 
Because distance is a high cost element of all economies, spatial separation tends to advantage bigger and more 
established businesses and is a critical barrier to small and emerging ones. 
 
Though a key part of a global economy, increasingly big businesses tend to increasingly concentrate wealth and provide 
fewer job opportunities in proportion to the economic potential they control. 
 
By contrast, spatial concentration and use-integration enables all scales and types of exchange.  This tends to more broadly 
generate and distribute wealth, naturally involving a far greater number of beneficiaries. 
 
The entrepreneurial ‘spring’ cannot happen without a National Spatial Revolution toward the latter as an instrument to re-
balance access to economic opportunity and more evenly distribute its benefits. 
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In an increasingly complex and changing world, where our global problems are felt locally, the systems we 
currently use to plan, design and build our towns and cities are doomed to failure. Governments alone cannot 
solve these problems. There is another way for South Africa.  

We have called it ‘Our Way/Izindlela’.  
 

Despite realising our new political freedoms, we now know that the tools and tactics we use to shape our towns and cities 
are not working for the majority of our citizens. Whenever we try to solve these problems, we get it wrong. Good intentions 
always seem to have unintended consequences: The poor have become poorer, places have become less sustainable and 
the social divide has grown even wider. Something has to change and soon.  

 

The system isn’t broken. We have built it this way. 

We now have two failing approaches to urban development, neither achieving the quality of life and access to opportunity 
that most people would expect from successful urban environments: 

 A top-down planning, design and delivery system driven by narrow real-estate practices and characterised by low-
intensity, often exclusive suburban sprawl, mono-functional peripheral townships and underperforming city centres. 
South African’s spend on average 40% of their income on travel to work. These models are outcomes of imposed 
utopian visions and idealised concepts of urbanism that have no relevance to South Africa today. They just don’t work 
anymore for the rich, middle class or the poor. 

 As a consequence, we have a bottom-up explosion of burgeoning informal settlements where desperate people have 
taken responsibility to creatively solve their own urban problems. These settlements happen despite government, not 
because of it. They struggle to formalise, unlike many settlements in other parts of the world. They just don’t transition 
into effective urban places. 

We cannot address the one without the other. They are both sides of the same coin and, for us, informality is just an early 
stage in the evolution of the town and city. If we are going to make any inroads into both, we need to evolve this system 
quickly and not just tamper with it or offer another quick fix.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

A call for a National Spatial Revolution in our towns, cities and villages 

The SAIA-KZN We Design conference in Durban in July 2016 called for ‘a National Spatial Revolution’ (NSR) to address this 
failure. Although the spatial dimension is deemed critical, it needs to go well beyond this to fundamentally refocus on new 
thinking, models and behaviours needed to release the latent social, cultural and economic potential of our towns and cities.  

The conference’s ultimate goal is to enable rapid broad-based economic growth through acting differently – a goal that is 
only achieved when poverty is alleviated, joblessness extinguished, and the wealth disparity gap considerably closed. In 
other words, the purpose of the call to action is to deliver our Constitutional imperatives of real dignity, equality and freedom. 

The NSR needs to lead us to another place quickly and defines a unique South African way of doing things. We believe that 
South Africa is uniquely poised to show a new way and achieve something the rest of the world can learn from. We just 
need to start by starting and learn by doing. 

  



 
  
 

The 10+10 Challenge  

 

 

The Honourable Minister of Finance, Pravin Gordhan, in addressing this conference, called for the participants to convert its 
transformative agenda into 10 simple things that ‘We the People' can all immediately start to do, and 10 things that ‘We the 
People’ should all stop doing. We have responded to this challenge.  

 

This is our mission within which these Do’s and Don’t’s are framed: 

 

We believe that we must radically transform the structure of our towns and cities if we are to build a better urban society for 
all our citizens. True urban society only evolves where compact urbanism meets social capital. If we can use the inherent 
creativity and goodwill that lies in people to build this compact urbanism, we will achieve even better outcomes.  

We must focus on the urban neighbourhood as the vital building block of compact, socially diverse and mixed-use models of 
development for our towns and cities: Appropriately dense development with vibrant, connected public spaces and built form 
that is resilient, flexible and adaptable. It is especially important that public buildings and infrastructure are designed to cope 
with change over time and deal with unpredictable future needs. We don’t have the resources to repeatedly rebuild.  

Government (at all levels) is best placed to provide the essential preconditions that will release the potential for good 
neighbourhoods to emerge over time. It does not have to do everything – just put the structure, urban grain and platforms in 
place to create truly open, collaborative and responsive environments. At a time when we need to do more with less, 
government must use the lightest touch. Given this support, people can then help shape their own neighbourhoods.  

If we do this well, government and people, working together, will create far better social, cultural and economic outcomes 
that neither will ever achieve alone. 

 

 

 

 
  



   

10 x DO’s 

 
 

01 
Make the ‘National Spatial Revolution’ [NSR] our single national vision for all people in all places. Call it ‘Our 
Way/Izindlela’ [Some other names?]. 

 Make it work for the individual, the collective and the institutional.  

 Show how its benefits are quickly clear to everyone, and everyone can get behind it. 

 Condense all levels of best practice and policy into this single vision. 

 Use it a proven singularly super-powerful strategic instrument for accessible broad-based economic opportunity and growth. 

 Make it easy to understand and communicate on by making it the common language of everyone so they can own and 
proliferate the idea. 

 Use it as a cross-cutting theme to integrate all government departments by concentrating impact of purpose, effort and funding 
to exponentially increase successful outcomes. 

 Empower all departments, officials and civic leaders to enable this vision. 
 
 

02 
Focus public sector energy on inner city cores and connected places.  

 Focus the greatest public sector efforts and investment exclusively on areas where the greatest potential of broad-based rapid 
economic access and growth can occur, where infrastructure already exists and where zones of change can be well connected 
– areas adjacent to urban cores, former industrial land, low-rise suburbs and along radial spines. 

 Maximise the potential for immediate visible change in these areas by focusing on replicable, scaleable and high impact 
projects that inspire action by others. 

 Focus on walking and public transportation as the primary measures of urban accessibility. 

 Identify priority zones, routes and public spaces where concentrated action and funding can be channeled. This could include a 
series of urban blocks, a main street, an urban park, amongst others.   

 We must allow the suburbs to intensify incrementally. They are doing it anyway, despite government. Show a creative way of 
dealing with the backyards challenge.  

 Enable and direct private sector responses through clearly targeted grants and by demonstrating fast track ways of getting 
planning consents for proposals that will achieve the desired outcomes. 

 

 



03 
Start by starting. Learn by doing 

 We do not need a new big cumbersome and protracted change management strategy or more complex policies to make it 
happen - it just needs to start with our best shot and evolve it.  

 Start immediately and have our first successes by the 2019 elections 

 Use recent elections as fresh start. Get all metro mayors on board. Get to them up to speed quickly so they start well. 

 Each mayor gets 12 people around a table in each city to define the simple rules for a start. Have a draft out in a month. Tweak 
it and evolve it within six months.  

 Each city should have projects ready to go soon after. Foster urgency. 

 Use learning to develop simple protocols that could be incorporated in new national policy document by 2019 elections. 

 Create a competition between mayors. Offer prizes for innovation. Build enabling leadership. Reward speed. Show how 
government and people can work together. 

 Start with a single action in each Inner City core with visibly and experientially radical impact on everyone. 

 Always keep it open to challenge and don’t tie it up in a web of complex policies. 

 All the agencies in the country need to concentrate on early intervention and not being obsessed with fixed end states that 
never arrive. Rather establish the preconditions for a new South African urban vernacular to emerge. Seed projects. Let things 
evolve. Manage in the present. Be nimble and agile. Develop simple protocols to harness collective action. 
 

 

04 
Release the collective power of many small ideas and actions  

 Start with small beginnings and scale these up to create big impacts. 

 Protect and incentivize the small. Focus on the small guys. Make many developers, many small builders and many community 
makers.  A multitude of small physically concentrated projects provides mega-scale broad-based economic access and 
opportunity. This is being facilitated by National Treasury through their spatial targeting initiatives and capacity support and 
grant programmes with cities. 

 Make housing a distributed system done by many - like it used to be. 

 Let housing be incremental to make it even more affordable to many.   

  Dramatically reduce and substitute public sector funded and/or approved mega-projects with new form of ‘radical 
incrementalism’ which looks to release the collective power of many small ideas and actions by people on the ground. 

  Develop a range of popular typological housing solutions for urban conditions and allow people to evolve these over time. 

 Compulsory release of all designs and documentation used for any state subsidized projects to be made ‘Open Source’ via 
Creative Commons type licence agreements.  

 Create a new breed of enabling developer to deliver parceled land and offer part-build solutions – accelerator sites, party walls, 
basic structure, shell-and-core, etc. 



 
 

05 
Establish a Neighbourhood Enabling Agency (NEA)  

 Create a focused national agency with branches in all metropolitan authorities as the primary vehicles to coherently deliver the 
vision. 

 Integrate departmental Silos toward strategic and coherent project delivery and expand National Treasury’s capacity support for 
Precinct Management 

 Demand an obsession with and capacity to deliver.  The NEA must be like a hit squad that is only focused on many results, 
building on the National Treasury’s NDP programme of urban hub development. Get some experience in there. Appoint wisely. 
Ensure NEA offices and their Heads are on staged 5 year contracts to deliver measurable broad-based economic growth 
through spatial instruments 

 Actively collaborate with citizens, groups and NGO’s to define and deliver renewal projects. 

 Expand current efforts within the National Treasury’s NDP to find ways to fund infrastructure investment though private sector 
deals.  

 NEA priorities to guide application and approval of financial risk reduction mechanisms for developer and end-user finance 
(point 08).  

 
 

06 
Target funding 

 Redirect all Public Sector housing funds and/or support across all 3 tiers of govt from low-density sprawl to the Inner City. Inner 
City housing means access to immediate and long-term investment in efficiency and economic, social and cultural exchange 
opportunity. Physical proximity equals efficiency, effectiveness and productivity across all fronts. Target new investment, 
development and housing in these mixed use core areas. 

 Authorities must act as enabling leaders, using their funds and resources to release potential and create responsive 
environments.  

 The government must think creatively about how all types of housing institutions and associations can build neighbourhoods 
and not just housing. 

 

 

 



07 
Prepare, parcel and release land. 
 

 Release all inner city land controlled by the 3 spheres of Government, State Owned Enterprises and Parastals  for dense, 
functionally diverse, well connected, mixed use projects that include a quota of affordable housing, especially for rental. Such 
projects must be associated with proper public space and public transport. 

 Although there are processes under way, it is an urgent priority to consolidate and release this land and to provide clear 
guidelines for development on it, because it would remove almost any necessity to expand the habitable footprint outside 
existing Inner City perimeters for generations. 

 Develop a simple, standard and regular way of parceling land to allow further subdivision, opening up opportunities for all and 
incentivizing collective action.  

 Consider long lease tenure rather than transfer.  

 Small scale agricultural activity close to the consumptive capacity of Inner City density is a major broad-based economic growth 
and job creation activity, is more easily supported than deeply rural agricultural activity, and is viable on topography that is often 
difficult to settle. This must be encouraged. 

 
 

08 
Develop incentivising funding and revenue models to unlock maximum investment  

 Establish a land tax [rates] and utility services payment structure that heavily reflects the additional cost of the privilege for 
those that choose to live at low density, and equivalently favours those that choose to live at high density. 

 Incentivize and reward action by putting in place processes for immediate rates adjustments for proven improved land use 
efficiency. 

 Review and consolidate existing financial risk mitigation measures e.g. soft finance and loan guarantee instruments, as well as 
MOU’s with commercial banks. Create a singe, accessible institution modeled as a ‘citizen’s bank’ or ‘building society’ that 
offers both developer finance for approved projects and un-secured end-user finance to approved applicants. This will by-pass 
commercial bank Inner City ‘red-lining’ and understandable high risk aversion. Removing this barrier by creating a focused no-
security lending institution would immediately bring those currently excluded from it into the Inner City property market. Link 
approval processes to the Neighbourhood Development Agency (described in point 05).  

 Update the outdated income bands for social housing as a matter of absolute urgency to immediately release the capacity of 
social housing institutions to deliver new rental housing stock across the country. 

 
 



09 
Create ‘open building’ platforms as a springboard for innovation 

 Develop and distribute a generic building code for adoption by municipalities 

 Develop and distribute an open building standard and generic range of building typologies to mobilise construction industry and 
reduce costs and approval times. Promote automatic approvals for default plans. 

 Break down the scale of the problem mountain by seeing urban development in distinct levels with different players – structure, 
blocks, platforms, defaults and catalysts.  

 Provide information support which is key to unlocking complex technicalities often associated with property and condition-
related opportunities. Equal information access goes a long way to equal capacity to respond in the form of tenders and other 
economic opportunities.  

 Compulsory release of all designs and documentation used for any state subsidized projects to be made ‘Open Source’ via 
Creative Commons type licence agreements.  

 Appoint, deploy and supply cadre’s of competent and committed personnel support in physical Open Data offices [and on-line] 
to level the playing fields with established businesses  

 Create simple instructional manuals to guide municipal officials and support emerging property and construction related 
businesses need easily accessible, and directly understandable and useful information to enable them to act   

 

 

  



10 
Establish catalysts to popularize the NSR, trigger and accelerate change (in mind sets as well as behavior) 

 Establish an ‘Inner City, Town and Village' National Public Holiday to relentlessly reinforce the NSR in the hearts and minds of 
all our people through celebration and other events, project announcements, citizen/govt engagement and reporting and feed-
back. 

 Create a Neighbourhood Challenge Fund to galvanise people’s inherent creative abilities to solve their own urban problems. 
Small-scale funds can be directed to catalytic projects by making the process exciting and competitive. This will get 
communities to self-organise around the problem and with this, social capital will be built and valuable relationships will form.  

 Promote the concept of scale free institutions so schools can start and evolve, spaces can be shared and all the assets in a 
neighbourhood can be deployed. 

 Build real catalytic projects – i.e. not mega projects but projects that actually unlock or facilitate the next set of actions - to 
benchmark development; provide exemplars and accelerate change.  

 Build social capital through EVERY aspect of urban infrastructure and housing developments.  Temporary EPWP construction 
jobs are not enough. 

 Use temporary uses to test new ideas. 

 

These actions are consistent with national policy objectives and initiatives, tangible and relatively direct to 
implement. If implemented, there is global and local evidence to be confident that they would catalyse a 
radical change throughout the country. 
  



 
  

10 x DONT’s 

 

01 
Don’t try to command and control every outcome.  

 Sometimes unpredictable outcomes are better than we could ever imagine. 

 Don’t continue with current deterministic practice of Town Planning as the driver of our spatial imagination, design and 
implementation. It is a discipline invented in the Modernist/Garden City period to serve the premise that functionally separated 
zoning has superior benefits, oversimplifying the realities within which economic, social and cultural exchange thrive. 

 Focus on creating the simple, fundamental constraints within which creativity, innovation and responsive action will flourish. 
Don’t over constrain development proposals. 

 Let people discover their own solutions. Don’t impose with restrictive rules and deterministic tools that stifle response.  

 Focus on the early conditions that give rise to successful settlements, such as location in relation to economic opportunity and 
public transport, provision of basic infrastructure, including public space and social amenities. 

 Manage in the present. Use rapid and continuous feedback to assess effectiveness of outcomes and make small changes as 
needed.  

 Focus on enabling civic leadership that cuts red tape and makes things happen. 

 

02 
Don’t use reductionist practices. 

 We must focus on the whole place not its parts. It is easy to see things in isolation and treat them accordingly.  

 We must not be held to ransom by the car. Stop the dominant influence of roads engineering in municipal and metropolitan 
authorities. Many of their actions prevent good urbanism at the outset. 

 Remove parking requirements from the statues including from by-laws. Parking will find its equilibrium with define parking 
requirements defined through congestion and inconvenience. 

 
 

 

 



03 
Don’t allow exclusiveness. Build community 

 Stop, or severely tax, the construction of gated residential, office, retail, educational, health and recreation ‘developments' 

 The gated response to real security concerns are more damaging and less successful than other more viable alternatives. 
Gated communities are very seldom ‘communities' in any meaning of the word. 

 In the best traditions of urbanity we must foster inclusivity and build community in all its forms. 

 Constrain the urban edges of settlements - pushing inhabited land use into the remote urban periphery removes the land 
potential from peri-urban agriculture and/or natural habitat retention and further excludes the poor from economic opportunity. 

 
 

04 
Don’t continue the promise of housing as an entitlement. 
 

 Authorities think they can solve the problem by only building their own housing. It never worked and it only made the poor 
poorer.  

 Let them focus on building catalytic projects that stimulate action and provide models for development.   

 Everything they do must be directed to helping people realise their dreams. Give them every support in this process. 

 Promote long-life, loose fit solutions for housing for everyone, in all places at any stage of their life. 

 Provide a set of structured choices that will evolve within defined constraints and get better as we learn more. 

 
 

  



05 
Don’t get caught in the headlights of housing numbers.  

 Housing must move from a problem to be solved to a potential to be realised.  

 Just focus on the many small actions and see how quickly they add up to the big numbers.  

 Widen the spectrum of housing players to include the individual, the collective and the institutional. Open up many fronts and 
don’t dwell on the big guys alone. 

 One-house-one-site and isolated un-integrated ‘green-field’ housing projects are sometimes cheaper up-front and less complex 
to build,, however the total cost in infrastructure provision and maintenance, increased travel time for occupants, social isolation 
and the breakdown of community, dislocation of job-seeking opportunities, remoteness from social services etc is always 
exponentially more expensive in perpetuity. 

 
 

06 
Don’t allow any more new towns.  

 New towns are symptomatic of big thinking. 

 They focus on exclusivity and promise an antidote to urban problems, but in many ways creating just a new set of problems.  

 Idealised new towns have never provided us with the quality of life we expect from our settlements and by their very nature, are 
unsustainable. 

 They deflect us from our true goals of solving the problems in established urban places where they will make a big difference. 

 
 

07 
Don’t be obsessed with risk 
 

 We have created systems of procurement and processes of auditing outcomes that can only be gamed by the big players. 

 The best way of de-risking is to focus on many small players and provide simple rules for engagement, recognising that if a few 
fail we can rapidly learn from our experience and make suitable changes. 

 Failure must be recognised as an important component of learning. It is feedback, essential to fostering a climate of innovation. 

 People can be trusted. Civilisation rests on the fact that most people do the right thing most of the time. 
 

 

 

 



08 
Don’t see ‘bigness’ as a solution 
 

 We need to move away from the lure of “mega-projects” as a cure all and recognize their inevitable failure to solve the needs of 
the economy, citizens and municipalities. They will definitely undermine social integration, fiscal sustainability and the capacity 
of the growth engine of the economy; our cities towns and villages. 

 ‘Big and bold and effective' need to be decoupled as ideas. A 'mega-project' is not a synonym for a 'catalytic project' and they 
have the inherent capacity to become ‘mega-catastrophes’. 

 Many extended public works programs, and other mega or major infrastructure projects, only provide short-term jobs and have 
low level broad-based catalytic impact. 

 Emerging and aspirant property developers, builders and building suppliers, civil engineering contractors, building managers, 
built environment professionals, property agents and so on can’t succeed in either an environment dominated by the ‘big 
players’, nor where suitable scale projects tend to be remote and therefore expensive to run and benefit from management 
guidance and support. 

 
 

09 
Don’t call it a pilot project. It is a start 
 

 We are in a state of permanent experimentation and learning. 

 We are managing in the present and are getting rapid and continuous feedback. 

 Don’t be afraid to experiment, fail and try again. Many small experiments, by many actors is more likely to find us many viable 
solutions. 
 

 

10 
Don’t give up too early.  
 

 This call is for paradigm shift. It is not easy but there is no alternative. 

 Things take time to bed down. Sometimes time is the best tool we have. 

 Working like this requires resolve. 

 Don’t be swayed by the big guys. They will always convince you that that they can solve the problem. They never have. 
 

 



NOTE 
 

 In offering these proposals to the Minister, we request that they are equally debated within at least his Ministry toward 
agreeing a consolidated set of 10+10 actions be implemented by a partnership of government, business, labour, and 
civil society formations, to which the Minster frequently refers and that this be achieved before the 2019 elections. 

 Contributions to this paper have been sourced from We Design conference delegates through real-time Twitter, 
Facebook and e-Mail proposals toward the close of the conference. They are influenced by the wide range of 
speakers at the conference and wide ranging subsequent engagements, and shaped by the specific deliberations of 
the SAIA-KZN regional committee and various conference working groups. All speakers - local, national and 
international, have had the opportunity to input to the list, as have all conference delegates for whom email addresses 
were available. 

 Our professional body, its members and the conference participants put ourselves forward as willing and capable 
contributors to this progressive collaboration. 

 Many of us are now in or around the middle of our lives. We do not want to die in a South Africa that resembles the 
one into which we were born. Less so pass that South Africa on to our children



 


